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What’s in a Name?
A lot, Actually.

The name of your law firm is the first impression your firm will make on clients and
potential clients, but it’s also much more than that. It’s the spotlighted text that will
appear at the top of your stationery, on the signage in front of your office, across the
header of your law firm website, and anywhere else that you choose to engage in
marketing efforts on behalf of your firm. It’s what people will call you when referring
clients, what clients will say when talking about the work you did for them, and it’s
the name that will go on the paychecks given to your employees. Your law firm name
and all associated marketing efforts will affect the public’s perception of your firm,
and can also have an effect on employee morale.

It’s a Big Decision

Stay on Message

When it comes down to it, your clients

The name of your law firm should

are going to see more of your law firm’s

convey trustworthiness, experience,

name than they will see of you or any

and prestige. It should also be easily

other attorney from your law firm. It’s

recognizable, and should let your clients

therefore easy to see why choosing a law

and potential clients know exactly what

firm name is often one of the toughest

it is that you do. Clients and potential

decisions facing attorneys as they set out

clients should be able to deduce from

to begin practicing law on their own, or

your firm’s name that you practice law

as they attempt to rebrand the firm they

and are not operating some other type

currently operate.

of business, such as an architecture firm
or medical practice.
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Make It Easy.
In addition to communicating your

as, or is some variation of, your law firm’s

professional qualifications, your law

name. You may even want to think about

firm name should also make it easy for

the SEO considerations of that name

clients & referring attorneys to find your

before making it official.

business. For this reason, the name you
This resource will discuss the basic

apply to your firm should be:

decision-making process associated

1

Easy to remember,

2

Easy to spell,

also go over some potential benefits

3

Easy to incorporate into a logo,

and drawbacks to each of the options

4

Easy to scale (meaning it should

available to attorneys as they seek to

with choosing a law firm name. It will

accommodate the potential growth of
your firm).

zero-in on the name that best represents
their firm, and that best positions their
firm to attract the clients that are most

You will also want to be able to find an

suited to work with their practice.

available domain name that is the same

“The easier your law firm
name is to spell, pronounce,
and remember, the easier it
will be for potential clients
and referral sources to find you.”
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The Traditional Route
Law firm names should communicate:

Trustworthiness

Experience

Prestige

Most attorneys choose to incorporate

naming requirements of “experience”

their own names into the name of their

& “prestige.” After all, there’s a reason

law firm. Think “Kirkland Ellis,” “Baker

that the firm founded by the late Johnnie

McKenzie,” and “Skadden, Arps, Slate,

Cochran is still known as “The Cochran

Meagher & Flom.” In fact, this method is

Firm” many years after his passing.

so ingrained in the industry (one might say
“proven”) that a list of the top 100 largest

Making it Personal

law firms in the world reads more like an

If you’re new to the practice of law, and

attendance list for a large board meeting

have yet to establish “prestige” and

than as an inventory of long-standing and

“experience” in the field, don’t worry: your

high-performing business entities.

name can still invoke trust in potential
clients. “Prestige” and “experience” will

Why it Works

come as your practice establishes a name

Though the trope of lawyer-name-as-law-

for itself in your community and continues

firm-name is so common that it’s become

to grow over time.

a running joke in the legal community and
beyond, there’s a reason that using the

Associating attorney names with a law firm

names of attorneys in the name of a law

can have the added value of personalizing

firm works. For one, it gives a face to the

the experience for potential clients. If they

law firm & therefore speaks directly to that

see your name on the front door of your

notion of “trustworthiness” by associating

office & on your law firm website, for instance,

the firm with a real human being. And, in

it can provide a sense of security for clients

the case of experienced and well-known

when they realize the firm’s namesake will

attorneys, associating their own names

be personally handling their case.

with the name of their firm addresses those
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This expectation can work against a firm, however, if associates take on cases that
clients expect to be handled directly by the attorney named on the firm’s masthead.
Further, using partner names in the name of your firm can pose a challenge with
respect to the scalability of that firm as you take on new partners (consider the firm
formerly known as Ziffren, Brittenham, Branca, Fischer, Gilbert-Lurie, Stiffelman, Cook,
Johnson, Lande & Wolf).

Simplify for Scalability
Whether it’s the name of another person or a business entity, people (including your
clients) tend to shorten long names on their own. Using a long list of names as the

name of your firm will make it difficult for potential clients to remember your business
name (“Was that ‘Howrey, Simon, Arnold & White,’ or ‘White, Arnold, Simon &
Howrey’? Or maybe it was ‘Arnold, White, Howrey & Simon…”).

For these reasons, many big-name firms that previously operated under the model

of tacking additional partner names onto their firm name in an ever-growing list have
shortened their brands into more memorable phrases. Here are some examples of
how firms with exceptionally lengthy names have chosen to rebrand:

1

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom

“Skadden”

2

Ziffren, Brittenham, Branca, Fischer, Gilbert-Lurie,

“Ziffren Brittenham LLP”

Stiffelman, Cook, Johnson, Lande & Wolf
3

Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLP

“Paul Hastings”

4

Howrey, Simon, Arnold & White LLP

“Howrey LLP”

5

Orrick, Herrington and Sutcliffe LLP

“Orrick” (branded with an “O”)

6

Wilmer, Cutler, Pickering, Hale, and Dore LLP

“WilmerHale”

7

Tory, Tory, DesLauries & Binnington

“Torys LLP”

Should you elect to go the traditional route when naming your law firm, there are a few
more things you’ll want to consider before hanging that shingle on your office door...
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I. Names or Initials?
If you choose to name your law firm the
traditional way, you and your partners
will need to decide on whether to use
your full names or initials in your law firm
name. Either can be effective, though it

Using a complex or unusual name in the
name of your law firm is not necessarily
going to be an end point with respect
to the marketing success of your law
firm, however.

is important to determine whether there
might be a competing firm in your region

Arnold Schwarzenegger famously

or area of practice that is already using a

made his on-screen debut in the 1970

similar name. If so, it might be difficult for

film, Hercules in New York, credited as

clients or potential clients to find you.

“Arnold Strong.” Despite the advice
of entertainment industry insiders, he

For instance, if your name is John Smith

insisted on using his given surname for all

and you are looking to open a firm

future rolls and, at one point, was the highest

called “John Smith Law Firm,” potential

paid actor in the business, despite the

clients who are directed to you by other

difficulty associated with spelling and

attorneys (and even those referring

pronouncing his full Austrian name.

attorneys) might be confused if there is
already a “Law Offices of John Smith”
operating nearby.

Considering Complex Names
When using attorney names as the name
of a firm itself, it is also worth considering
the level of difficulty associated with
spelling, remembering, and pronouncing
those names. If your name (or the names
of one or more of your partners) is difficult
to spell, remember, or pronounce, it may
also be difficult to find online. If this is
the case, it may be worthwhile to discuss
alternatives to using difficult names in
your law firm name.
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Order Is Important
When multiple attorneys partner up to start a firm, there is often some discussion
about the order in which the names should be listed—should they be listed in order
of age, experience, alphabetically, or otherwise? Where this is really an individual
decision that must be tackled by each independent firm, it is worth considering such
an arrangement from the perspective of potential clients. Which combination is
going to be easiest for potential clients to pronounce and remember? And which (if
any) might present hidden traps for your law firm name (more on this shortly)?
If the decision of name order (or even general naming) is causing friction amongst
partners, consider bringing in a third-party branding consultant who can look at your
options objectively and help you get to those final decisions amicably and efficiently.
If you decide to use your actual names as opposed to your initials in your law firm’s
name, know that the abbreviation of your names will likely be used as a shorthand
to refer to your firm at some point, whether or not it was your intention for that
to happen. Thus, you’ll need to be aware of the potential for hidden traps in the
arrangement of your names, as well as in the names themselves.
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II. Avoid Hidden Traps
The arrangement of names on a law firm’s shingle can provide for some unfortunate
acronyms and meme-worthy monikers. Therefore, when choosing a name for your law
firm or attempting to determine the order in which the names will appear on your firm’s
marketing material, it’s important to be sure that you aren’t setting yourself up to be
the butt of any unintended jokes. Here are some law firm (and one law school) names
that probably shouldn’t have made it past the first round of quality control (these are
real entities, though some have since [wisely] changed their business names, or have
ceased practicing altogether):
1

George Mason’s “Antonin Scalia School of Law” (ASSoL)

2

Mohammad Ibrahim Law Firm (MILF)

3

Low, Ball & Lynch Attorneys at Law

4

Bickers & Bickers Attorneys at Law

5

Payne & Fears LLP

6

Dumas & McPhail

7

Allen, Allen, Allen, & Allen

8

Eggers, Eggers, Eggers, & Eggers

9

Rush, Rush, & DeLay

10

Boring+Boring

11

Butt Solicitors (UK)
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III. Qualifiers and Modifiers
If you do elect to use partner name(s) and/

Jaffe, tested four of the most popular

or initials in your law firm name, you might

qualifiers as the name of his law firm. Here

also want to consider using a modifier that

are the traditional names he adopted for

indicates to your potential clients what it is

his practice, along with a brief explanation

that you do. Some common law firm name

of the benefits and potential drawbacks

add-ons include:

associated with each option he employed:

1

“...and Associates,”

1.) The Law Offices of Daniel M. Jaffe

2

“Law Offices of...,”

Though a solo practitoner with a single

3

“...Law Firm,”

4

“...Law Group,”

5

“...Attorney at Law.”

office, Dan opted to use the scalable
plural, “offices.” This was the most
successful of the four tested law firm
names, and it offered several benefits. It
established trust with clients by including

There is some debate in the legal

the name of an actual person, it set up

community about whether or not it is

the expectation that the named attorney

appropriate to apply a phrase like “...and

would be handling client cases personally

Associates” to your law firm name if you

(he did), and contributed to an image of

are a solo practitioner, or if it is acceptable

success by employing the plural “offices.”

to use the phrase “Law Offices of…”
2.) Daniel Jaffe and Associates

(plural) if you only have one office.

This name performed almost as well as
Doing so might help address the issue of

the first. Though it established trust with

the scalability of your firm in the future,

clients via use of the attorney’s name,

but it may also set up certain expectations

it failed to mention that the business

with clients and, in some cases, could

named was a law practice. Further, the

draw the ire of competing attorneys as

use of the term “Associates” may have

a result of those expectations. Still, such

mistakenly indicated to some clients that

decisions (so long as they are not in

a lower-level attorney might be handling

violation of your state bar’s code of ethics)

their case, as opposed to having the lead

are largely left to judgment.

attorney at the firm directly involved at
every turn. Some clients may also not have

During more than a decade of practicing

known that “associates” was meant to

law, LawLytics founder and CEO, Daniel

refer to licensed attorneys at all.
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Potential clients may therefore have had

4.) Daniel Jaffe, Attorney at Law

difficulty trusting that a qualified attorney

This firm name performed worst of

would be personally handling their case,

all, when tested. Though there may

& may have been led to believe that their

have been other external factors, we

case could be delegated to an unamed

believe that referring to the attorney as

(and perhaps less qualified) “associate.”

a single individual instead of pointing
to the existence of a larger business

3.) The Jaffe Law Firm

gave the impression of smallness and/

Less effective than the two previous

or impermanence. It may have been

examples, this firm name at least made

more appropriate to use this phrase as

it clear that the business was, in fact,

a personal title on a business card, while

a law firm. It did not provide much

also using the more-successful “The Law

context as to the identity of the lead

Offices of Daniel M. Jaffe” as the name

attorney, however. It may not have been

of the firm.

immediately clear to non-lawyers that
“Jaffe” was a person’s name, nor was this
made explicit by including the attorney’s
first name. Use of a first name would
also have provided potential clients
with a gender identifier, which might
have helped to establish clear client
expectations up front by alleviating an
additional layer of mystery surrounding

“If clients see your name on the
front door of your office, it can
provide a sense of security for
them when they realize that
the firm’s namesake will be
personally handling their case.”

the lead attorney.
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Trade Names, or the
Non-Traditional Route
When Summit Law Group opened in Seattle in 1997, the Washington State Bar
threatened to file a grievance, saying that “Law firms must be named after people.”
More than twenty years later, Summit is still Summit, and the requirement that law
firms be named after attorneys is no longer a hard-and-fast rule—at least, that
is, in places where using a trade name for a law firm is not against the state bar’s
ethical standards.

Trade Names Are Versatile

Memorable and Scalable

Many attorneys are choosing to subvert

Branded law firm names that do not

the tradition of using their own names

incorporate the name of at least one

(or the names of deceased or former

attorney offer some advantages. For

partners) as the name of their law firm in

one, they tend to be easy to spell, easy

favor of a more general brand or trade

to remember, and easy to pronounce for

name. Many such firms opt to lean on

clients, whereas the names of people

their area of practice in their firm name,

often produce stumbling blocks in that

as in “Personal Injury Law Group,” while

regard. When branded with a region

others, like the “Pacific Northwest Law

and/or area of practice, trade names

Group” use their law firm name to focus

can potentially imply prestige and

on their region of practice.

experience, as well.

Still others opt to use both (“California

Trade names are also easily scalable,

Criminal Defense Center”), and some do

as the name need not change each

not include either their practice area or

time partners are added or excluded

region of practice in their brand name

from the business. The decision not

at all, preferring names that are strictly

to use an attorney name could mean

used as a scaffolding on which to build

a sacrifice with regard to the metric of

a brand (as in “Think Pink Law” or “Law

trustworthiness, however, as trade names

Offices of Lady Justice”).

tend to sound inherently less personal
than traditional law firm names.
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Other Important
Considerations
Whether you are thinking of going the traditional route and including the actual names
of one-or-more partners in the name of your law firm, or whether you are leaning
toward the non-traditional, branded method for your law firm name, there are some
important decisions to consider before landing permanently on your final choice.

I. Business Entity Information
Some lawyers are under the impression

Additionally, it will likely not matter to your

that the operating name of their business,

clients how your business is organized, so

as filed with their state’s corporation

long as you are able to provide them with

commission, should be exactly the same

the quality legal support they expect from

as the name they use in advertisements &

your firm. In short, unless it is required by

marketing material. Where requirements

your state bar, applying your entity type to

may vary from state to state, most places

the name of your firm is usually a matter

will allow attorneys to submit a DBA

of preference. If you do decide to include

(doing-business-as) filing on behalf of

entity information in your law firm name,

their law firm, meaning that it is usually

just be sure that doing so does not make

not a requirement that attorneys tack that

it prohibitively difficult for potential clients

“PLLC” or “LLP” (or whatever type of

to pronounce or remember the name of

business your firm may be) onto the name

your firm.

of their law firm everywhere it appears.
Some attorneys may elect to use entity
signifiers in their business names because
they feel it conveys professionalism.
This may be true in some cases, though
many of your potential clients will likely
not know what the business acronym
associated with your firm means.
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II. Website Domain Address
Before you commit to a name for

Like attorney names, domains may

your law firm, it is a good idea to make

present hidden traps that you will want to

sure that you can secure a relevant

be sure to avoid. For instance, the custom

top-level (“.com”) domain address

ink pen company called “Pen Island”

for that name. And though you may

must not have thought it through (unless

not be able to find an exact-match

the move was intentional) when they

domain for your firm’s website address

purchased the domain “penisland.com.”

(e.g., “johnsmithandassociates.com”),

And San Francisco law firm Morrison

you may well be able to secure some

& Foerster famously established their

simple variation of that name that is

website at the domain “mofo.com.”

still easy for clients and referral sources

Though there is a comical tinge to the

to remember, and is also easy for

big-name firm’s website address, it may

them to spell and, therefore, to locate

actually help the law firm in this case, as

online (e.g., “smithlawgroupaz.com” or

Morrison & Foerster at least appear to be

“jslegalarizona.com”).

in on the joke.

You will want to secure your domain name

When choosing a domain for your law

early in the law firm naming process. You

firm website, hold a focus group, or at

will also want to make sure that no other

least consult with objective third parties,

websites exist on domains that are so

to be sure you aren’t setting your firm up

close to yours that it could confuse your

for embarrassment before your marketing

clients and/or referral sources. After all,

efforts even get off the ground.

the last thing you want is for a client
who is looking for you specifically to

For more on how to select a domain

type your business name into their web

address for your law firm website, check

browser only to end up on the site of a

out this LawLytics blog post. If you are a

competing attorney.

LawLytics member, we are happy to help
you brainstorm and secure a relevant and
user-friendly domain name for your site.

“When choosing a domain for your law firm website...consult with
objective third parties to be sure you aren’t setting your firm up for
embarrassment before your marketing efforts even get off the ground.”
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III. Logo Design
Does Your Law Firm Name Translate Visually?
Just like with the name of your law firm,

Most attorneys are familiar with the

your law firm logo needs to make an

scale-and-gavel images so commonly

impression. Often, your firm’s logo will

associated with law firm logos. Though

stand right alongside the name of your

applying such tropes to the logo for your

firm. In some cases, it may even serve

law firm on their own might make it easily

as a stand-in for your law firm name. For

forgettable, it’s possible to creatively

this reason, you will want your law firm’s

incorporate such iconic imagery into a

logo to be memorable, and to invoke

logo in a way that makes that logo stand

recognition of your law firm name. Your

out from competitors who use the same

law firm’s logo should also distinguish

visual themes (see example below).

your firm from competitors in some way,
highlighting in an instant what you do
that is distinct from other attorneys in
your area and region of practice.

Looking to learn more about designing an effective, quality logo for your
law firm? Watch a twenty-minute webinar on the subject by clicking the
link below.
Your Law Firm’s Logo: A Mad Man Weighs In

Using the star as the centerpiece for this scale-inspired law firm logo draws on the name
“Boatwright” to invoke a theme of nautical navigation, and the red, black, and white color
scheme conveys notions of strength and power.
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More on Law Firm Logos
01. Attorney (and law firm) names can also be
evocative of certain images. Tying those images
to your law firm’s branding efforts can help to
strengthen your brand while making it easier for
clients to recall your firm’s name instantaneously.
Consider this logo for the Alabama-based law
firm, Segal & Segal, LLC:

02. Whether or not your law firm name employs
initials directly, if you elect to go the traditional route
in naming your law firm, attorney initials can also be
employed creatively in a logo. A consideration of

HOLWELL LAW GROUP LLC

the use of initials (or names) in a logo can also help

A DV O C A C Y & U N D E R S TA N D I N G

to settle disputes about the order those names are
listed on your firm’s masthead.
HOLWELL LAW GROUP LLC
A DV O C A C Y & U N D E R S TA N D I N G

03. Trade names can often be made into logos
with relative ease, as in the use of the compass in
this logo for Geo-Law:
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04. Logos may also be stand-alone images that
do not draw directly from a law firm’s name, but still
connect a firm’s brand to the law, a location, or even
to their particular area of practice. This logo for
Elise Buie Family Law conveys a sense of place by
incorporating Seattle’s iconic Space Needle. It also
associates that place with the image of a fleur de lis,
which invokes notions of power, nobility, and grace.

05. Law firm logos are one more area of the
law firm naming process that may also present
hidden traps (Remember that logo for the 2012
Olympics that was said to look like cartoon
character Lisa Simpson performing an indecent
act?). We won’t go too deep on this issue here,
but suffice it to say that you’ll want to have a
focus group or another third party examine
your imagery before you begin plastering it on
your firm’s marketing material, en masse.

To learn more about how to design a stunning and effective law firm logo, check out
this in-depth LawLytics blog on the subject. If you are a LawLytics member, we can
help you with the process of designing a logo for you law firm.
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IV. Marketing Taglines
Though not on every law firm’s list of

remember a particular firm’s name, practice

priorities, a tagline associated with your

area, or even their contact information.

law firm’s marketing efforts can help you
to clarify the type of services your law firm

A law firm tagline is in no way a necessity,

provides to its clients. A tagline can also

and considerations surrounding a tagline

help your firm to define how the service

should only come into play after those

they offer is distinct from that provided

about general law firm name, logo, and

by other firms.

domain address are well under way
or complete. But, should you decide

A law firm with a traditional name that

to apply a tagline to your law firm’s

does not include a signifying term like

marketing efforts, check with your state

“law” or “attorney” may elect to use a

bar regarding the ethics of using taglines

tagline in order to make the work that

in your region of practice.

they do explicit. Further, a good tagline
can help potential clients more easily

Here are some effective and appealing taglines used by law firms which, in a matter
of a few words, accomplish the tasks of 1) defining the work a firm does and 2)
outlining what sets the firm apart from competitors:

1

We know immigration matters!™

Murphy Law Firm

2

Our clients do great things. We get the assist.

McCarter & English

3

It’s business. But it’s personal.

Mischon de Reya

4

Make your ideas untouchable.®

Woodard, Emhardt, Moriarty, McNett & Henry LLP

5

Product LiABILITY.™

Carlton Fields

6

Canadian Leaders in Business Law. Worldwide.

Stikeman Elliot LLP
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V. SEO Opportunities
Depending on how unique your law firm

results pages) for those terms. The same

name is, it may or may not be easy to find

applies to the potential use of your region

your law firm online by searching for it in

and area of practice in your law firm name.

search engines. That said, it may be worth
thinking about the SEO (search engine

If you maintain a content-focused

optimization) benefits of your law firm’s

approach to developing your law firm

potential name and domain address.

website and online presence, you will
likely achieve search engine visibility

For instance, if you use phrases like

regardless of whether or not such key

“attorney” or “law” in your firm’s name,

terms appear within the actual name of

those terms will likely be applied within

your law firm. Still, the SEO value of your

your law firm website content regularly in

law firm name is worth thinking about as

such a way that it may help your law firm’s

you finalize plans to apply a permanent

website rank on SERPs (search engine

title to your firm’s masthead.
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Conclusion
Even if you and your firm decide to go

the traditional route and use your own
names in the name of your law firm,
there is still a lot to consider before
you finalize that decision and begin
marketing your firm to the public.

attorneys should make every effort to
avoid. For this reason, it’s a good idea to
get third-party feedback from individuals
who fit the profiles of your potential
clients and/or individuals who might offer
your firm referrals at each juncture along
the way. Migrating the minefield of the

Your law firm name is going to be the

law-firm-naming process carefully can

first impression you make on your clients,

lead to a strong branded presence in the

and it should therefore evoke notions of

minds of your potential clients, and can

prestige, experience, and trustworthiness.

help set your law firm up for long-term

It should also be easy to remember, easy

success.

to spell, and allow for the scalability of
your firm in the long run.

Starting (or rebranding) a firm is an
exciting time, and choosing a name is

Since your law firm’s name is going to be

only the first step. We love helping

the cornerstone of all future marketing

attorneys who are just starting, or

efforts performed on behalf of your firm,

restarting, practices get started on the

the name you choose is going to have

right foot with their marketing. The

a direct effect on how those efforts are

LawLytics system is optimized to help

carried out. Attorneys should therefore

attorneys at every stage of their practice

consider how their law firm name is going

to maximize their opportunities while

to fit into a logo, how it can translate into

minimizing their marketing risks & stress.

an effective web domain, how that name

If you are a LawLytics member and are

might affect their law firm’s SEO, as well as

looking to name or rebrand your law firm,

if their firm would benefit from the use of

contact us to discuss how we can help.

a marketing tagline.
Each step in the process of determining
a name for a law firm presents its own
challenges and hidden traps that
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Learn More
01. Need more help with your online law firm marketing efforts?
Find more free LawLytics resources on the web:

Blogs

Webinars

Podcasts

02. Not a LawLytics Member, but want to discuss how we can help

improve your firm’s online marketing?

Schedule a call and become a member today.

SCHEDULE CALL

Hours of Operation: 8a-5p, M-F, MST
Call: 800-713-0161
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